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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Illinois Commerce Commission 
  On Its Own Motion 
 
     vs. 
 
United States Steel Corporation, 
  Respondent 
 
Determination under Section 5 of the Illinois 
Gas Pipeline Safety Act of the plan USS is to 
have in place for the inspection and 
maintenance of its pipeline facilities in and 
near its Granite City Works. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 10-0635 

STAFF OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION’S RESPONSE TO UNITED 

STATES STEEL CORPORATION’S MOTION TO STRIKE TESTIMONY 

NOW COMES the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission by its attorneys, 

pursuant to Sections 200.190 of the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“Commission”) 

Rules of Practice, 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.190, states, in response to the United States 

Steel Corporation’s (“USS” or the “Company”) Motion to Strike Testimony, as follows: 

1. On or about April 1, 2011, the Staff filed Staff Ex. 1.0, the Direct 

Testimony of Darin Burk in the above-captioned proceeding. See, generally, Staff Ex. 

1.0.  

2. On or about March 22, 2012, an evidentiary hearing was convened in the 

proceeding before the Commission’s Chief Administrative Law Judge (CALJ). 

3. On that date, counsel for USS made an oral motion to strike certain 

portions of Staff Ex. 1.0. USS’s stated basis for doing so was that the portions of Staff 

Ex. 1.0 were objectionable because they were advanced in contravention of a case 
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management order entered in the proceeding. See ALJ’s Ruling dated January 21, 

2011.  

4. The relevant portions of the Case Management Order are as follows: 

 [T]he parties and Staff agree and stipulate that this matter presents 
certain threshold jurisdictional issues; the jurisdictional issues presented in 
the Commission’s Initiating Order are more fully described in numbered 
items (1)-(3) on page 6 of the Initiating Order.  USS is not stipulating that 
the Commission has jurisdiction over any of USS’s facilities, contests and 
objects to the assertion of jurisdiction by the Commission as noted above, 
and has reserved its right to raise any and all legal and factual issues and 
arguments in opposition to the assertion of jurisdiction. 

Case Management Order at 8 

5. Items (1) through (3) of the Commission’s Initiating Order are, in turn, as 

follows: 

(1) which operations undertaken by USS in and near the GCW constitute 
the “transportation of gas” as that term is defined in 49 CFR 192.3 and 
Section 2.03 of the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act, and are thus 
subject to the Commission’s pipeline safety jurisdiction under the 
Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act;  
 

(2) which USS facilities in and near the GCW constitute “pipeline facilities” 
as that term is defined in 49 CFR 192.3 and Section 2.04 of the Illinois 
Gas Pipeline Safety Act, and are thus subject to the Commission’s 
pipeline safety jurisdiction under the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act; 
[and] 
 

(3) which operations and transportation involve the “distribution” of gas, 
and which involve the “transmission of gas,” as those terms are 
defined at 49 CFR 192.3, incorporated by reference in Commission 
rules at 83 Ill. Adm. Code 590.10, adopted under the authority provided 
in Section 3 of the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act (220 ILCS 20/3)[.] 

Initiating Order at 6 (November 4, 2010) 

 

6. The specific portions of Staff Ex. 1.0 to which USS objects are as follows: 
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Q. Has USS GCW complied with the Illinois Pipeline Safety Act 
(P.A. 76-1588)?  

A.  No.  USS GCW has not complied with the Illinois Pipeline Safety 
Act in regards to the Natural Gas Pipelines, the South Plant Line, or 
the Coke Oven Gas Pipeline. 

Q.  Please explain. 

A.  USS GCW has not complied with the requirements of Section 5 of 
the Illinois Pipeline Safety Act which provides: 

 Each person who engages in the transportation of 
gas or who owns or operates pipeline facilities shall 
file with the Commission a plan for inspection and 
maintenance of each pipeline facility owned or 
operated by such person as well as any changes in 
such plan, in accordance with regulations prescribed 
by the Commission.  The Commission may, by 
regulation, also require such person to file the plans 
for approval.  If the Commission finds, at any time, 
that the plan is inadequate to achieve safe operation, 
the Commission shall, after notice and opportunity for 
a hearing, require the plan to be revised.  The plan 
required by the Commission under this Section must 
be practicable and designed to meet the need for 
pipeline safety.  In determining the adequacy of any 
plan, the Commission shall consider relevant 
available pipeline safety data; whether the plan is 
appropriate for the particular type of pipeline 
transportation; the reasonableness of the plan; and 
the extent to which the plan will contribute to public 
safety.[fn] 

 

Q. Has USS GCW complied with the requirements of 83 Ill. Adm. 
Code 590? 

A. That has not been determined, since the required inspections have 
not been conducted. 

Q.  Why haven’t the inspections been conducted? 

A. USS GCW has indicated to Staff that it is the company’s belief that 
the coke oven gas pipeline and the pipeline systems interconnected 
to the three MRT/CenterPoint tap located on the property owned by 
USS are not jurisdictional to the ICC.  USS GCW has not, 
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therefore, filed a plan addressing the processes and procedures to 
be used for inspection and maintenance of the facilities.  83 Ill. 
Adm. Code 590 adopts specific Parts of title 49 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations – specifically, Sections 192, 193 and 199, as 
well as Section 191.23 – as standards in Illinois. Many of the 
requirements contained within these Sections are performance 
based, meaning the operators must describe in inspection and 
maintenance plans the process they will use to achieve compliance 
with the regulation and the procedure or procedures to be followed 
to carry out the processes.  Since USS GCW has not  filed the 
required inspection and maintenance plan, it has been impossible 
to conduct audits and inspections necessary to determine 
compliance with the applicable sections of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 590. 

Q. What critical pipeline safety issues would be addressed via 
compliance with the requirements contained in 83 Ill. Adm. 
Code 590 and the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act? 

A. Title 49 CFR Sections 192[fn] and 199[fn] are considered the 
minimum safety standards pertaining to the safe operation of 
pipeline facilities.  Title 49 CFR Section 199 establishes the 
requirements for an acceptable Anti-drug and Alcohol Abuse 
program to be implemented by the operator of a natural gas 
pipeline facility[fn].   

 Section 192 establishes the minimum requirement for 
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the pipeline 
facilities[fn].  Although the pipelines addressed in this order have 
already been constructed, operators of jurisdictional facilities must 
prepare and follow for each pipeline a manual of written procedures 
for conducting operations and maintenance activities as well as 
emergency response[fn].  The operator is required to follow the 
plans and procedures developed to comply with the requirements.  
Critical operation and maintenance activities required of the 
operator include, but are not limited to: repair and replacement of 
pipeline facilities with acceptable qualified materials, installation of 
corrosion control systems on metallic pipelines, monitoring of the 
corrosion control systems, implementing remedial actions to correct 
deficiencies in the corrosion control system indicated by the 
monitoring, conducting leak detection surveys, performing 
emergency valve inspections, verifying odorant intensity levels, 
developing and implementing a damage prevention program, 
developing and implementing a public awareness program, 
maintaining liaison with emergency responders and developing and 
implementing an operator qualification program to ensure that only 
qualified individuals perform covered tasks on pipeline facilities[fn]. 
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 Title 49 CFR Section 191 includes reporting requirements.  
Operators of jurisdictional facilities are required to file annual 
reports, provide telephonic notification of certain incidents, submit 
written incident reports and file safety related conditions reports. 

… 

(6) [Staff recommends that] USS … [be] required to file a plan for 
inspection and maintenance for each jurisdictional facility it owns or 
operates in and near the GCW as required under Section 5 of the 
Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act (220 ILCS 20/5); 

 

 (7) [Staff recommends that] USS [be ordered to] … immediately 
provide the following information, as ordered in the Order Initiating 
Proceeding (November 4, 2010) for all facilities determined to be 
jurisdictional: 

a. A comprehensive description an as-built diagram of the 
systems, including the date of construction of each 
component of the systems; 

b. The specification of and materials used in each component 
of the systems, including without limitation, all valves, 
pressure regulating and relief devices, odorization 
equipment, and if any, all cathodic protection and other 
protective systems and, 

c. All documentation and photographs in the possession of 
USS relating to the condition of both Systems, including leak 
history, repairs, and replacement. 

 Staff Ex. 1.0 at 18:176-11:250; 15:342-16:354 (footnotes omitted). 

 

7. As an initial matter, Staff is at a loss to divine precisely why USS wants to 

have most of this testimony stricken. Summarized, it states that: (a) USS does not 

believe itself subject to the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act, and federal regulations 

adopted and enforced pursuant to the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act, at least with 

respect to the Granite City Works; (b) as a result of this position, it has not complied 

with the Gas Pipeline Safety Act or federal regulations, at least insofar as this requires 

the filing of certain inspection, maintenance and employee testing plans; and (c) that, 
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further, as a result of USS’s position, Staff has not conducted certain inspection that 

would otherwise be required by state regulations. In short, much of the testimony that 

USS seeks to have stricken is nothing more than acknowledgment that USS takes the 

position that its Granite City operation is not subject to the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety 

Act. USS has filed a special and limited appearance:  “for the sole purpose of objecting 

to the jurisdiction asserted by the Commission over U.S. Steel in the Order Initiating 

Proceeding dated November 4, 2010.” See Special and Limited Appearance (December 

3, 2010).  Accordingly, it can scarcely be aggrieved by Staff’s summary of events, which 

acknowledges, without countenancing, USS’s position regarding jurisdiction. 

8. Second, and related, regardless of jurisdictional questions, USS is 

engaged in an activity generically regulated by the Commission that has the potential to 

affect the public safety. Staff has an obligation to, at the very least, advise the 

Commission regarding the reason why USS has not filed a maintenance and inspection 

plan under Section 5 of the Gas Pipeline Safety Act. 

9. Third, Staff does not understand USS to object to the cited portions of Mr. 

Burk’s testimony on any grounds other than being premature, i.e., presented in the 

jurisdictional phase of the proceeding. Indeed, it would be difficult to see what possible 

substantive objection the company could interpose. Accordingly, USS’s sole basis for 

objecting is, in essence, timeliness. 

10. However, even if one is prepared to accept the proposition that Mr. Burk’s 

testimony goes, in part, somewhat beyond the scope of the jurisdictional phase of the 

proceeding as described in the case management order, it is difficult to see how USS is 
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prejudiced by this. Indeed, it is very clear that USS has not been. USS was in a position 

to respond to Mr. Burk’s assertions, and to some extent did so. USS Ex.  1.0 at 

61:1166-62:1194; USS Ex. 2.0, generally (addressing safety of gas pipelines at Granite 

City Works). Accordingly, USS has little to complain about in this regard.   

11. Fourth, Mr. Burk describes in some detail the “critical pipeline safety 

measures [that] would be addressed via compliance with the requirements contained in 

83 Ill. Adm. Code 590 and the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act[.]” Staff Ex. 1.0 at 10:221-

11:250. While this may appear on its face to somewhat exceed the constraints of the 

Case Management Order, as narrowly viewed, thoughtful consideration reveals that this 

is in fact not the case. 

12. This phase of the proceeding addresses the question of whether the 

Commission has jurisdiction over an entity that undoubtedly operates gas pipelines 

beneath and adjacent to public ways. In resolving the jurisdictional question, the CALJ 

and Commission are entitled to understand the implications of asserting, or, conversely 

declining to assert, jurisdiction over some or all of the pipelines in question. Mr. Burk’s 

testimony, see Staff Ex. 1.0 at 10:224-11:250, identifies federal regulations that: 

“[address] critical pipeline safety issues” and describes why and how those regulations 

do so. The notion that these profound public safety considerations should not play into 

the Commission’s decisional calculus regarding jurisdiction is one the Staff is not 

prepared to accept, This is especially true where, as here, it is a matter of record that 

the responsible federal agency, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 

Administration (PHMSA), has stated that it: “would not object to a state regulating the 
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portions of … [pipe]lines [associated with a plant] that are not on plant property if the 

state determined there was a need” to do so. Staff Ex. 1.0, Appendix B at 2 (emphasis 

added). The Commission’s assessment of whether there is a need to regulate pipelines 

at the Granite City Works is clearly informed by all of Mr. Burk’s testimony, and most 

specifically by that portion of it which describes the importance of the applicable 

regulations in ensuring pipeline safety.  

13. Finally, if the CALJ elects to grant USS’s motion, it should be granted 

without prejudice to Staff’s right to present the same or similar evidence in subsequent 

phases of the proceeding. 

 WHEREFORE, the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission respectfully 

requests that its recommendations be adopted in their entirety consistent with the 

arguments set forth herein. 

Respectfully Submitted,   

________________________ 

Matthew L. Harvey 
Illinois Commerce Commission 

       Office of General Counsel 
       160 North LaSalle Street 
       Suite C-800 
       Chicago, Illinois 60601 
       312 / 793-3243 
       mharvey@icc.illinois.gov 
 

April 5, 2012      Counsel for the Staff of the  
       Illinois Commerce Commission 
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